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The figure.s in the morgin indico;te full moirks
.for tll.e quesfions

Group-A

1. (a) What do you Jmean by statically
determinate --hyd indeterminate
structure ? /

I
A Find the vertical\d,eflection of point C of

the loaded truss shown in -fig.I. The
cross-sectional area of the members
CD and DE are each 21OOmr* and those
of other rriembers are each IzOOmnP.
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Take E =z}Ok}I/mmz and

,. BD =2in-

AE =4m and

5+15

l€- 4nt 
-4 (1

Analyse the rigid frame shown in ftg.2. Plot
bending moment'and deflected shape of the
structure using slope deflection method.

l5+3+2

2kN lm 2kIV

2IC

4KIV

*

2.

.-fig.2
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(a)

(b)

Defir're influence line. Why influence line
diagrams are required ?

Draw'the influence line diagram for the
girder shown in -fig.S below and find the
maximum shear force and bending
moment at sectiofi @-O for vehicle load,
which may approach,, the girder frorn
both sides. 5+1 5

fE.3

F

4. A. parabolic three pined arch
2Om and central rise 4m It is
uniformly distributed load of
length of 8m from the lef't end
the position and magnitude
bending moment.

has a span of
loaded with a
2l<I[lm for a
support. Find
of maximum

15+5
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Analyse the continuous beam shown in fig'4
when the suPPort B settles bY Smm'

F =2xtosN/mm2, / - 36xlo6mr-na 20 -

Jis.4

(a) A rectangular concrete beam c/s
3OO x ZOOmm wide is Pre-stressed bY

means of 15 wires of Smm diameter
located at 65mm from the bottom and 5
wires of Smm diameter located at 25rwn
from the top of the beam' Assume

prestress in steel B4OIV/mm2. Calculate

the stresses in extreme fibres of the mid-
span section when the beam is
supportin$ its own weight over a span of
6m-If unifotmly distributed live load of

6kN/m is imPosed, evaluate maximum
working stress in the concrete' The

density of concrete is 24kAI/m3.

@ Wtrat are various types of losses in
prestressing ?

(c) What is load baJancing ? l2+5+3
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-'7. Determine the value of P at coilapse of a three'"
:.' - span continuous beam shown below in fi9.5.

The plastic moment capaci$r 'Mp is constant
, _for all spans, 2A

f

a zm a zma zmn 2m' zm lrm1 zml

,frg.s

i , Group-B

Ansuer eng three quesfrons.

8. (a) A rectangular chann elZ'Smwide and has
uniform bed slope I in 50O. If depth of
flow is conitant at l'7m. calculate the
hydraulic radius and the flow velocity.
Assume Chezy's constant C - 5O in 'S1

units.

(b) A jet of water having an initial diameter
of 12-Ocm reaches a maxirnum height of
2Om when directed vertically upwards.
Assurriing that jet remains circular,
determine the rate of jet water flow.

1O+ 1O
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(a)

(b)

9l Define continuity equation. Obtain an ,

expression ,for; continuity for a, three -

dimensional flow.

A circular plate 3m diameter is immersetl -

in water in such a way that its greatest
and least depth below the free surface of
water are 4m and l.Sm respectively.
Determine the total pressure on one face
of the plate and position of centre of

--

. pressure. lO+1O

lO. Differentiate between the- fiollowing :

0 @ Line and rg Line

ftA Mouthpiece running',free and running full ,
(iti) pitot tube and pitot static tube

(tu) free vortex andr.forced vortex

(u) H-G Line and Every line. 5x4=2O

t, '?

i
i

11. (a) Draw the layout of diversion t54pe canal
headworkS with all major component
parts. Explain briefly silt excluder and
Iish ladder with figure.

@ Define canal fall. How do you select its
location ? Distinguish between vertirlal
drop fall and glacis fall. lO+lO
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,. ' 12. A closecl cylindrical vessel of diameter 3ocm

and height lOocmcontains water upto a depth
'" -:,,' of 'Socrru The air above the surface is at a

- "": pressure of 5'8861V lr^'. The vessel is rotated
:t - - - at a speed of 25O rpm about its vertical axis"

Find the pressure head at the bottom of the

el atVCSS

r

GrouP-C

. Answer o:ng trtso questions

13. (ct.) Define plasticity index' consistency index'

liquiditY'index of 'soil' 
I

(b) Sketch the plasticity chart for classifytng

fine grained soil in the IS soil
classification sYstem' 6+14

14. (a) In, a consolidated strained triaxial test' a

s$ecimen of clay fails at cell pressure

6oklv/ma. The effective shear strength

parameters are given as : C =l1kNlm2 ' '

@ = 20". Determine compressive strength

of the soil samPle.
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(b) A cohesive soil specimen (/ = Oo) failed-

under major principal stress gf
3OOIclV/m2 with a corresponding minnr -

principal stress equalling lOOk/V/m2.
What would be the major principal strbs.s
if the minor principal stress at failuie
would have been 2OOIcI,{f m2 ? lO+10:

15. (a) Discuss activity, sensitivity and -

thixotropy of clays.

(b) The bulk unit weight of soil- is
19.6klV/"m3 ;-ntoisture content is 2Oo/o

and degree of saturation is Boolo. What
will be moisture content and unit weight
on full saturation? lO+10

I

'

tlse af Cslculator i.s permitted.
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